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PARTICIPANTS: 	 President Ford 
Dr. Henry A. Kissinger, Secretary of State 
Brent Scowcroft, Assistant to the President 

for National Security Affairs 

DATE AND TIME: 	 Sunday, October 3, 1976 
2:18 - 4:18 p. m. 

PLACE: 	 The Oval Office 

Kissinger: First, a few foreign policy things. I spoke to the editorial 
writers. I needled Carter a bit. They asked me if I still believed there 
was no difference between the foreign policy views of the two candidates. 

~ I answered that. 	 r said that when I said that, he had given one speech.<;) 

~ Since then, he has displayed the full complexity of his thought! So now-.:::" 
~~ I wou1dn1t say that. Now Carter is going in several directions at once. 

J 
On foreign policy there is a high probability that Egypt will jumpcl Libya in the last part of October. This would be a donnybrook. We 

~ have said we would interpose the Sixth Fleet. 

[biscussion] 

IJi
I~l ~ The Soviets will think we put the Egyptians up to it. It will be tough 


~ I ~ for the Soviets -- it would reduce them just to Iraq. 


~ President: It would be great if they succeed, but what if they get beaten? 

d I Scowcroft: They won't get militarily beaten, but it is a thousand miles 
til I=: to Tripoli and they may not make it logistically. 

I President: We have to stand up to the Soviets if we need to. 
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Kissinger: That gets me to Gromyko. His behavior was really insolent. 

On Belenko [the defecting MiG-25 pilot} and Southern Africa. 


I thought about calling him in and saying if they muck around in 

Africa, there will be no detente, no nothing. 


In the Middle East they have interests. In Africa it is pure mischief. 

They don't really stand to gain much from this gang and they have no 

permanent interests there. They can only be doing it to weaken and 

humiliate us. If they have any ideas about another Angola.••• 


President: I thought I had.••• 

Kissinger: You made the points, but he slid off it. 

On Namibia, I am beginning to think we should not put out the seven 

points yet. If we do it now, it can go the same way as Rhodesia. Now 

it would just get nitpicked by the Africans like what we did on Rhodesia. 

We may have to veto a resolution in the meantime, but we can do it 

after December. 


On the Israelis, Max Fisher claims the Jews are mad about the boy
cott and Maverick and thinks you should administratively order disclosure. 
I spoke to Dinitz and I think giving them some military equipment -- tanks 
with 155 mm. guns, cluster bombs, FLIR, and the $1. 5 billion in aid -
this would strengthen Rabin against Peres. 

I think this is better than doing something on the boycott. 

What the Congress wanted to do would have cost American jobs and 

trade and not helped the boycott. 


Scowcroft: You could run through it. You could say you always believed 
an informal approach was the best, and we have made great progress. 
That's why you were opposed to counterproductive action by legislation. 
You had been willing to compromise, but the Congress didn't complete 
it. In reviewing it, you did think some additional inducement would be 
useful, by making public the compliance reports. 

Kissinger: On the debate, you should not go on the defensive. 

President: I have no intention of doing so. 
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Kissinger: He will say you are destroying the moral basis of our foreign 

policy. 


President: I will say: What is more moral than peace? What is more 

moral than bringing peace in the Middle East? What is more moral than 

what wei re doing in Southern Africa? There are about five things. 


Kissinger: And what is more moral than bringing home 500,000 troops? 
The Democrats have gotten us into two wars. 

President: I am well prepared on that. 

Kissinger: He will hit also on secrecy. (Gives statistics on meetings.'} 

President: Good. 

Kissinger: Another charge is that I am running foreign policy. The 

White House puts out that no, you overrule me frequently. That makes 

you look weak, as if we compete. You should look strong enough to have 

a strong Secretary of State. We are a partnership, with you making the 

decisions. We shape things in discussion -- it is not a case of competing 

views. 


Scowcroft: (}-lands the President the 1974 Carter quote praising Kissinger.] 

Kissinger: Carter said we were good friends and met frequently. I have 

met him twice in my life and once was a handshake at the Gridiron this 

year. 


He will throw morality at you -- using the State Department surveys 

I took. That is not true. We asked for criticisms and that is what we got. 

We asked what was wrong, not what was right. I told the editors that 

yesterday and got applause. It was a stupid way for us to go at it, but it 

shows our interest and a desire to get the views of the people. 


Schlesinger is now with Carter. 

Scowcroft: So says Dick Perle. 

Kissinger: When Schlesinger went to China, I told the Chinese that we 
didn't object to his going but not to use it for political purposes. The 
goddamned Chinese said we officially protested. 

-S~GRE~ /NODIS/XGDS 
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Carter might say, "Schlesinger says our relations with China are 
lousy. II You could say it is based on the Shanghai Communique and if 
they have any complaints they should convey them to the United States 
Government, not to a private citizen. If he says the Chinese say we 
are weak on the Soviets, I would say China can't tell us how to conduct 
our policy just like the Soviets can't. The Chinese would like us to be 
in confrontation with the Soviet Union to take their chestnuts out of the 
fire. 

I said yesterday to the editorial writers we have to preserve peace 
both by strength and by conciliation. 

1£ he hits generally on being weak on the Soviets, point out his 
positions. He wants to cut the defense budget, prevent our giving 
military aid to Kenya and Zaire. withdraw from Korea. and let Commu
nists into European governments. 

I would say there have been two Democratic administrations since 
World War II and we have gotten into two wars; we've had two Republican 
Administrations and got into no war. 

I honestly believe that is no accident. They extend our commitments 
and reduce our strength. Do you have these statements on Communists 
in Italy? I would not defend the soft on Soviets charge. I would attack 
him for making it. 

[Discussion of Earl Butz] 

Kissinger: [Gives the President the Keyes UPI ticker on secrecy} 

sident: Let's call Schmidt lafter seeing a vote projection]. 

Kissinger: Jack Valenti took some opinion polls and told Carter to stay 
away from me. 

(Piscussion of asking Carter to name his Secretary of State.] 

Our Alliance relationships have never been better. There is not only 
official trust but close personal relations. 

sident: We have statistics showing the number of my meetings .••• 

Kissinger: Okay. but I would say. I'That really is not the central point .. 
I challenge anyone to show that our relations in every aspect are not the 
best ever. " 

SiiCR'~/NODIS/XGDS 
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I spoke to a Frenchman who said it is amazing that that aristocrat 
Giscard could have such close affection for a mid- Westerner. 

I would not even dignify it. I would say a man who could say this 
doesn't know what he is talking about. 

~iscussion of Schles inger] 

What I would recommend after the election is that you unilaterally 
downgrade our representative in Taiwan to a Liaison Office but not make 
any deal at all and keep our defense relations. 

You can be quite tough on the Chinese. 

On the China-Taiwan issue, you can say we are moving toward 
normalization on the basis of the Shanghai Communique. The Shanghai 
Communique sets out the goal but leaves the process to negotiations. 
We will continue toward normalization but the actual process is up to 
the negotiations, and I am not going to discuss it at this point. 

He says we have departed from the moral basis of foreign policy. 
I would say we have restored the moral basis of our foreign policy. I 
would blast him on that. 

If he raises the Sonnenfeldt Doctrine, I would say there is none. 
What we also say is: we encourage the greatest independence and freedom 
of action but do not encourage a revolution. We have not intervened before 
during revolutions. Does he want to encourage a revolution? You have 
taken the responsible course -- Presidential visits and trade. 

We won't imply there is possibility of revolution when three times 
in the past the Soviet Army marched in. Who would be willing to use 
United States troops for an issue like this? 

The greatest possibility for freedom in Eastern Europe is an easing 
of tensions so they can maneuver. The worst situation for them is when 
the Soviet Army is on their necks. You visited three countries in 
Eastern Europe to symbolize our commitment to freedom in Eastern 
Europe. No Democratic President has ever been in Eastern Europe. 

President: Didn't Kennedy go to Poland? 

~RE'if'c/NODIS/XGDS 
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Kissinger: No, Nixon was the first, when he went to ROInania. I 
wouldn't just attack Carter. On foreign policy I would attack the Demo
crats also. Most Democrats agree our foreign policy is better. 

Scowcroft: Isn't that dangerous? 

Kissinger: On domestic policy yes, foreign policy no. This is the man 
who wants to cut the budget, bring troops home and advocate revolution 
in Eastern Europe. This is the way to get us into war. 

On Helsinki, the first point is there were 35 nations there, including 
the Vatican, not just the United States. Second~ when he says it recognizes 
spheres of influence, it shows Carter doesn't know what he is talking about. 
Helsinki says nothing about the Soviet Union in Europe. It says that 
borders can't be changed by force, but only by peaceful means. To whose 
advantage is this? Ours or the Soviet Union's, with 70 divisions on the 
border? For the first time the Soviets have committed themselves to 
implementing human rights. They're not sticking to it right now but it 
gives us a standard to which we can hold them. 

I am getting worked up. But this guy really burns me. He is a 
super liberal and now he is turning tough. 

On grain~ I don't like this answer [in Eagleburger's paper]. 

Scowcroft: He said we messed up the grain deal in 1972. The implications 
are that he would use grain as a weapon. 

You will get a question on an oil embargo. 

President: I will say we don't expect one but we can work with them 
now to work it out, unlike 1973. 

Kissinger: The first part is okay but on the second I would say we won't 
accept an embargo, but I won't telegraph what I would do. Our policy is 
designed to avoid an embargo, but we will certainly deal with it if it 
happens. 

On nuclear proliferation, he again doesn't know what he is talking 
about. We organized the suppliers. You have a policy but you are 
waiting to announce it until you have coordinated with our allies. Carter 
would do it unilaterally and in fact against our allies. 

If you win this one, the third debate won't matter. 

iiitiRE If' iNODISIxGDS 
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On human rights: What has any Democratic Administration done for 
human rights and when? We have brought Jewish emigration from 400 in 
1968 to 35,000 in 1973 until Congress interfered. There is a difference: 
We believe in action, not talk. 

When he talks dictatorship, say it is easy to make declarations, 
but a President has the responsibility for the security of the United 
States and he must deal with the world as it is. It was the Democratic 
killing of Diem which got us sucked irrevocably into Vietnam. We are 
working on a practical basis; what Carter proposes is either ineffective, 
dangerous or both. 

On intelligence. He says people have been assassinated. I would 

say most of that was under the Democrats. Then I would say one of the 

most irresponsible things ever done to our intelligence was done by a 

Democratic Congress. 


President: They have talked and done not a goddamned thing. I put in the 
changes. 

Kissinger: I would say there was a reckless assault on intelligence by 

the Democratic Congress and you took responsible action. 


President: Did you say all assassinations? 

Scowcroft: Except for a little planning under Ike. 

Kissinger: If they bring Chile into the assassination business I would say: 
read your own Church report. 

On the Middle East, I would say the Democrats had no relations with 
the key Arab states. We have restored the balance and you are certainly 
not going to play politics with so volatile and dangerous an area. 

I don't have an Israeli policy. I have an American policy. Say 

Rabin said our relations are at their peak. 


President: Can I say the key Arab states didn't have relations with us? 

Kissinger: Absolutely. I wouldn't use the actual amount of aid except 

if he does, to show he doesn't know what he is talking about. 


President: I feel good about this one. 

-~SiiC,Qi;1W.JNODIS/XGDS 
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Kissinger: Here you can refute you have no vision of the future. Say: 
I will bring peace. 

On the Third World, I would start with the World Food Conference. 

On Defense, I don't know what Schlesinger can have hiITl do. 

President: I aITl ready for hiITl. 

Scowcroft: ArITls sales. 

Kisf;;;inger: He is using the wrong figures. He is saying $7.5 billion for 
the Saudis. Over $6 billion of that is for barracks, etc. I would hit 
hiITl on it. 

The biggest sales go to Israel and Iran, two countries who have 
ITlade a big contribution to stability in the Middle East. 

What is the threat to Iran? The Soviet Union, Iraq. The threat to 
Iran is froITl countries we would also consider a threat. Iran refused 
to iITlpose an eITlbargo in 1973 -- even on Israel. TruITlan threatened 
the Soviet Union on Iran's behalf in 1946, 

Giving arITlS doesn't get us involved; not giving theITl would get us 
involved because their weakness would invite aggression and we would 
have to go in to bail theITl out. 

The third category of aid goes to countries like Kenya and Zaire who 
have Soviet-equipped neighbors. 

Most of the aid goes to Israel, Iran, and Saudi Arabia - - for infra
structure -- leaving only bits and pieces for the rest of the world. 

-SEG~/NODIS/XGDS 
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Kissinger: On the debate, you should not go on the defensive. 


The President: I have no intention of doing so. 


Kissinger: He will say you are destroyirg the moral basis of our foreign 

policy. 


The President: I will say: 


-- What is more moral than peace 

Middle East 


-- South Africa 


There are about five things. 


Kissinger: And what is more moral than bringing home 500,000 

The Democrats have gotten us into two wars. 


The President: I am well prepared on that. 


Kissinger: He will hit also on secrecy, (gives statistics on meetirgs). 


The President: Good. 

Kissinger: Carter said we were good friends and met frequently. I have 
met him twice in my life and once was a handshake at the Gridiron this 
year. He will throw morality at you -- using the State polls I took. That 
is not true, we asked for criticisms and that is what we got. We asked 
what was wrong, not what was rigtt. I told the editors that yesterday 
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and got applause. It was a stupid way for us to go at it, but it shows 
an interest and desire to get the views of the,~people. Schlesinger 
is now with Carter. 

Scowcroft: So says Dick Perle.· 

Kissinger: When Schlesinger went to the PRC, I told the PRC that we 
didn1t object to his going but not to use it for political purposes. The 
GD PRC said we officially protested. 

Carter might say Schlesinger says our relations with China are 
lousy. You could say it is based on the Shanghai Communique and if 
they have any complaints they sbould convey them to the United States 
Government, not a private citizen. 1f he says the PRC say we are weak 
on the Soviets, I would say China canlt tell us how to conduct 01.1' policy 
just like the Soviets cant The PRC would like us to be in confrontation 
with the Soviet Union to take their chestnuts out of the fire. 

I said yesterday to the editorial writers we have to preserve peace 
both by strength and by conci liation. 

If he hits generally on being weak on Soviets: 

-- Cut budget 
-- Aid to Kenya/Zaire 
-- Withdraw from Korea 
-- Let Communists into European Governments 

I would say there have been two democratic administrations since 
World War II and we have gotten into two wars -- two Republican 
Administrations and no war. 
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I honestly believe that is no accident.' They extend our 
commitments and reduce our strength. 1would not defend the 
soft on Soviets cha rge. I wou Id attack him for rna ki ng it. 

Allies: 

Alliance relationships have never been better. 

There is not only official trust but close personal relations. 

The President; We have statistics showing the number of my meetings•••• 

Kissinger: Okay, but J would say th:lt really is not the central point -
I ch-allenge anyone to show that our relations in every respect are not 
the best ever. 

I would not even dignify it. I would say a man who could say this 
doesnlt know what he is talking about. 

You can be quite tough on the Chinese. 

On Chinese-Taiwan issue we are moving toward normalization on 
the basis of the Shanghai Communique. The Shanghai Communique 
sets out the goal but leaves the process to negotiations. We will continue 
toward normalization but the actual process is up to negotiations and 
I a m not goi ng to discuss it at thi s poi nt. 

He says we have departed from the moral basis of foreign policy. 

J would say we ha\e restrored the moral basis of our foreign policy. 
I would blast him on that. 
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Sonnenfeldt Doctrine 

I wou Id say there is none. What we do say: we encou rc.ge the 
greatest independence and freedom of action but do not encourage 
a revolution. We have not intervened before dlIing revolutions. 
Does he want to encourage a revolution? You have taken the 
responsible course -- Presidential visits and trade. 

We won It imply there is possibility of revolution when three ti mes 
in the past the Soviet Army marched in.' Who would be willing to use 
United States troops fer an issue like this.' 

Tre greatest possibility for freedom in Eastern Europe is easirg d 
tensions so they can maneuver. Worst situation is when the Soviet 
Army repressing them. You visited three countries in Eastern Europe 
to symbolize freedom in Eastern Europe. No Democratic President has 
ever been in Eastern Europe. 

Kissinger: I wouldn' just attack Carter. On foreign policy I would 
attack the Democrats also. Most Democrats agree our foreign policy 
is better. 

Scowcroft: Isn' that dangerous? 

Kissinger; On domestic policy yes, foreign policy no. This is the man 
who wants to cut the budget, bring troops home and advocate revolliion 
in Eastern Europe. This is the way to get us into war. 

!., 
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Helsinki 

-- The first point is there were 35 nations there~ including the 
Vatican~ not just the United States. 

Second~ spheres of influence. Shows Carter doesnlt know what 
he is talking about. Helsinki says nothing about the Soviet Union in 
Europe. Says borders can~be cha nged by force but by peaceful means. 
To whose advantage is this? Us or the Soviet Union with 70 divisions 
on the border. For the first time the Soviets have committed 
themselves to implementing human rights. Not sticking to it right 
now~ but it gives us a standard to which we can hold them. 

I am getting worked up. But this guy really burns me. He is a 
super lib and now he is turning tough. 

On grain~ I donlt like this answer (in Eagleburger paper). 

Scowcroft: He said we messed up grai n in 1972. The implications are 
that he hwould use grain as a weapon. 

You will get a question on the embargo. 

The President: I wi II say we don It expect one but we ca n wor kwith 
them now to work it out~ unlike 1973. 

Kissinger: Tte first part is okay but on the second I would say we won It 
accept an embargo~ but J won It telegraph wta t I would do. Our po licy 
is designed to avoid an embargo but we wi II dea I with it if it happens. 
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On Proliferation: 

He again doesn~ know what he is talking about. 

We organized the suppliers. You rave a policy but you are 
waiting to announce it until you have coordinated with our allies. 
Carter would do it unilaterally and in fact against our allies. 

Kissi nger: Hu man Rights. 

What has any Democrat Administration done for human rights 
and when? 

-- We have brought Jewish emigration from 400 to 35,000 until 
Congress interfered. 

-- There is a difference -- we believe in action, not talk. 

-- When he talks dictatorship, say it is easy to make declarations, 
but a President has the responsibility for the security of the United 
States and he mus t deal with the world as it is. It was the Democrat 
killing of Diem which got us sucked irrevocably into Vietnam. We 
are working on a practical basis -- what Carter proposes is either 
ineffective, dangerous or both. 

Intelligence -- He says people have been assassinated. I would 
say most of that was under the Democrats. Then 1would say one 
of the most irresponsible things ever on intelligence was done by 
a Democratic Congress. 

The President: They have talked and done nd a GD thing. I put 
in the changes. 
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Kissinger: I would say there was a reckless assault on intelligence 
by the Democratic Congress and you took responsible action. 

If they bring Chile into the assassination business I would read 
your own Church report. 

On Middle East" I wou Id say the Democrats had no relations with 
the key Arab states. We have restored the balance and you are 
certainly not going to play politics with so volatile and dangero us an area. 

I don't have our Israeli policy -- I have an Arrerican policy. 
Say Rabi n said our relations are at a pea k. 

I wouldn't use the actual amount of aid except if he does to 
show he doesn't know what he is talking about. 

The President: I feel good about th is one. 

Kissinger: Here you can refute you have no vision of the future. 

-- I will bring peace. 

--~ On the third world" I would start with World Food Conference. 

Defense -- I don't know what Schlesinger can have him do. 

The President: I a m ready for him. 

Scowcroft: Arms sales. 
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Kissinger: He is using the wrong figures. He is saying seven 
and a half billion for the Saudis. Over $6 billion of that is for 
ba rracks, etc. I wou Id hit him on it. 

The biggest sales go to Israel and Iran. Two countries who 
have made a big contribution to the stabi lity of the Midd Ie East. 

What is the threatto Iran? 

The threat to Iran is from countries we would also consider 
athreat. 

Iran refused to impose an embargo in 1973 -- even on Israel. 

Truman threatened the Soviet Union on Iran's behalf in 1946. 

Giving arms doesn't get us involved -- not giving them would 
get us involved because their weakness would invite aggression and 
we would have to go into bail them out. 

The third category goes to countries like Kenya and Zaire 
who have Soviet equipped neighbors. 

Most aid goes to Israel, Iran, Saudi Arabia (infrastructure) 
leaving only bits and pieces for the rest of the world. 

: ,.~ 

<.,c" • 
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